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Where we find ourselves today: 

 Relative to other globally traded energy 

product markets, the market for LNG is still in 

its infancy 

 But many factors are driving its rapid growth, 

increasing maturity and commoditization: 

 Low Carbon Politics in Power Generation 

 Grid Balancing Requirements Resulting from 

Increased Generation from Renewable Sources 

 Shale Production Advances Increasing Gas 

Availability and Decreasing Cost 

 Security of Supply Concerns 

 

 



LNG Markets Today 



Regional LNG and Underlying Gas Price Disparities 

 North America:  

 Pricing pegged to highly competitive gas market prices 
and forward traded futures and derivatives market price 
curves 

 With downward pressure exerted by the impact of Shale 

 Europe: 

 Long Term Traditional Gas Supply Contracts indexed to 
Oil equivalents still dominate the market 

 Asia: 

 Also generally indexed to other energy product equivalents 

 With upward pressure exerted by Japan / Fukushima 



Evolution of Prevailing Contractual LNG Sale Terms  

 Traditional, early stage energy market purchase and sale contracts 
feature what one would expect from long term deals between large 
players at opposite ends of the production and consumption ends of 
the market: 

 Highly customised, detailed and non-standardized terms built into 
one-off contracts generally negotiated over long periods of time 

 Strong buyer and seller biases depending upon bargaining 
strength (Force Majeure definitions, etc.) 

 Pricing pegged to products in more established markets with more 
transparent forward pricing curves 

 Very strict, non-market based remedies for defaults premised upon 
no short term market liquidity (e.g. Take-Or-Pay / Liquidated 
Damages) 

 Very firm commitments, often to facilitate related financings 



Development of the Spot Market Gradually 

Introduces More Competitive Contract Terms 

 As a more near-term oriented, competitively traded market begins 

to develop alongside the traditional long term market, we tend to 

see a blending of those contractual provisions found in the historic 

contracts with those more commonly encountered in the traded 

markets 

 More credit and performance assurance related terms to address 

smaller or more thinly capitalised entrants and those without hard 

assets to backstop their contractual commitments 

 Some commonly employed standard language becomes “Terms of 

Reference” incorporated into multiple successive deals, or by growing 

numbers of market participants 

 Presumption of some short-term liquidity permits damages measures 

to become a bit more market-based (e.g. valuation of damages using 

replacement costs, use of contemporary market reference prices) 



Until Commoditization of LNG Becomes A Reality 

 Once the LNG market is fully commoditized and competitive, the 
contractual language and concepts applied for buying and selling will 
likely tend to mirror other liquid traded markets 

 More standardized terms and product definitions facilitating chains of 
multiple resales 

 Bias toward either end of the market generally purged or pricing 
adjusted to compensate for added value / flexibility 

 Master Trading Agreement forms signed once under which multiple 
deals may be transacted efficiently and with a minimum of 
paperwork, but with optimal legal bundling rights (close-out 
netting/set-off) 

 Pricing and damages measures pegged to liquid and transparent 
forward curves of the underlying product itself rather than 
equivalents 



A Truly Liquid, Commoditized and Competitive 

Traded Market in LNG will: 

 Result in development of recognized and 
reliable global forward pricing curves in LNG 
itself; 

 Reduce and eventually eliminate geographic 
market price disparities for natural gas; and 

 Achieve convergence in gas pricing between 
geographic markets 

 subject to predictable variations in transit 
costs from producers to markets (“basis 
differentials”) 

 



Implications for LNG Shipping 

 Basis Differentials should correlate to actual 
transport costs 

 More competitive market for LNG, gas on gas 
competition and more spot LNG trading will 
presumably lead to similar competition in the 
spot carriage market 

 Compression of margins from higher levels of 
trading will mean economic transport terms 
become increasingly important factors in the 
overall competitive picture for LNG 



Thank You 

 

 Any Questions? 

 

 Discussion 
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Notice

The information in this short presentation and
any commentary are my personal views.

They do not necessarily reflect the views of
Mitsui OSK Lines or MOL LNG Transport (Europe)
Ltd.
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What are some of the key elements of a
long-term LNG Carrier time charter e.g.
inter-related build/charter/finance
agreements, charterers' controls over build,
rights to assign or buy out?

Evolution of Long Term LNG Charters
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• Vessels chartered on ‘long term’ basis are
taken primarily to satisfy long term LNG SPA
requirements.

• The charterer, and the project partners and
lenders will always want to assure themselves
that the vessels are and will remain available for
the term of the SPA so as to protect project cash
flow. That is the key point and why the
charterer wants to include provisions on
building, finance,  operation, buy out, etc.

Evolution of Long Term LNG Charters
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Emergence of standard forms (bespoke and
Shelltime4 to ExxonMobil2000 / ShellLNGTime1).

Shelltime 4, with its LNG clauses, has been used by
many parties in LNG charters, and forms of it are
still used today.   But it has had so many changes
and additions to it over time no one could identify,
even Shell, what the ‘standard’ Shelltime 4 for use
in LNG trades was.

Evolution of Long Term LNG Charters

L1



Slide 5

L1 El Paso x4
PLL x2
MMM x 1
Algeria x1
Tokyo Gas x3
RasGasII x4
Oman x3 (Option vessels not inculded)
Snohvit x2
LGPJB, 09/09/2003
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ExxonMobil2000 was adapted for LNG in the Qatar
expansion TCP’s (RG II). It required a lot of
modification to use in those TCP’s. A form of it has
been used in other ExxonMobil sponsored projects
such as Gorgon and PNG.

BP also tried to adapt its BPTime3 for use in LNG
charters.

Adapting TCP’s from the oil trade to LNG has brought
many challenges to charterer and owner alike.

Evolution of Long Term LNG Charters
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Slide 6

L2 El Paso x4
PLL x2
MMM x 1
Algeria x1
Tokyo Gas x3
RasGasII x4
Oman x3 (Option vessels not inculded)
Snohvit x2
LGPJB, 09/09/2003
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In 2005, Shell introduced ShellLNGTime1.  Although
it does not include clauses required for long term
charters for new build LNGC, it is now widely
accepted as the standard for short to medium term
charters.

Evolution of Long Term LNG Charters
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L3 El Paso x4
PLL x2
MMM x 1
Algeria x1
Tokyo Gas x3
RasGasII x4
Oman x3 (Option vessels not inculded)
Snohvit x2
LGPJB, 09/09/2003
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The (loss of) balance in bargaining positions (rise of
Qatar and Charterer friendly terms) - e.g.
termination provisions / delivery timing /
performance clauses / maintaining compliance..

Evolution of Long Term LNG Charters
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Slide 8

L4 El Paso x4
PLL x2
MMM x 1
Algeria x1
Tokyo Gas x3
RasGasII x4
Oman x3 (Option vessels not inculded)
Snohvit x2
LGPJB, 09/09/2003
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There is no doubt that Qatar charterers used their position in the
market place in the early to mid 2000’s to negotiate favourable
terms and rates from Owners, including those mentioned on the
previous slide. Owner’s agreement to these terms, along with
the entry of a number of new Owners into the LNG “club”, many
with new buildings on order without work, caused other
charterers to insist on similarly favourable terms. This continued
until the tightening of the market recently, in which Owners with
available tonnage have been able to negotiate more balanced
terms & conditions.  Long term TCP’s are also returning to a more
balanced position as ‘lessons learned’ are applied.

Evolution of Long Term LNG Charters
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Slide 9

L5 El Paso x4
PLL x2
MMM x 1
Algeria x1
Tokyo Gas x3
RasGasII x4
Oman x3 (Option vessels not inculded)
Snohvit x2
LGPJB, 09/09/2003
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Problems along the way - e.g. hire and OPEX indexing links /
skilled crew shortage...

Evolution of Long Term LNG Charters
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L6 El Paso x4
PLL x2
MMM x 1
Algeria x1
Tokyo Gas x3
RasGasII x4
Oman x3 (Option vessels not inculded)
Snohvit x2
LGPJB, 09/09/2003
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Prior to 2000, almost all long term LNG charters were negotiated on a Opex
cost pass through basis, or with some sort of Opex cost review at agreed
intervals. Some new charterers/lenders were concerned about the
uncertainty of future shipping costs in their SPA’s and wanted a way better
calculate project returns at an early stage.

To do this they negotiated on the basis that Owners should know their costs
and that Opex could be escalated on an agreed index, such as USCPI, even
for a long term TCP.

Experience has shown, at least over the last 5 to 7 years, that use of USCPI
has not reimbursed the Owners for the increases in Opex, which have
mainly been driven by much higher manning costs, and on non-steam
vessels, higher lube oil costs and maintenance and repair/spare parts costs.

Evolution of Long Term LNG Charters
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L7 El Paso x4
PLL x2
MMM x 1
Algeria x1
Tokyo Gas x3
RasGasII x4
Oman x3 (Option vessels not inculded)
Snohvit x2
LGPJB, 09/09/2003
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Efforts are underway to try and address this to ensure the Opex is properly
funded in long term LNG TCPs, but it is a difficult and protracted
process. Furthermore the charterers/projects still have a strong desire to
understand their future costs at an early stage in a project, so the driver to
have a agreed escalation methodology is still at the table in long term
negotiations.

Evolution of Long Term LNG Charters
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L8 El Paso x4
PLL x2
MMM x 1
Algeria x1
Tokyo Gas x3
RasGasII x4
Oman x3 (Option vessels not inculded)
Snohvit x2
LGPJB, 09/09/2003
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Status quo re balance (Owner vs Charterer) and level of standardisation…

Where are we today?   Lot’s of lessons have been learned.  Long term TCP’s
still have large expectations from Charterers with regard to proper operation,
safety, compatibility which Owners must comply with.  Operating costs for new
vessel types are starting to be better understood and accepted by both sides.
Proper terms for new vessel types are evolving, again some hard lessons
learned by just trying to adapt steam TCP’s to motor LNGC’s.

ShellLNGTime1 provides a very good ‘standard’ format for short to medium
term charters.  Long term ‘project’ based TCP for newbuildings will probably
continue to use some form of ShellTime4 with LNG clauses that have worked
historically.   Adaption of other time charter formats from the oil trades should
be approached with caution in my view.

Evolution of Long Term LNG Charters
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L9 El Paso x4
PLL x2
MMM x 1
Algeria x1
Tokyo Gas x3
RasGasII x4
Oman x3 (Option vessels not inculded)
Snohvit x2
LGPJB, 09/09/2003
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A Pet Peeve and personal crusade!!   Performance
Warranty for LNG boiloff on the Ballast Passage.

It is entirely proper for charterer’s to expect a performance warranty on cargo
boiloff on the loaded passage.  The vessel is built and delivered with such a
warranty and it should be expected to perform to it, and if not, compensation
to the cargo owner is appropriate.   Although GTT/Yard warranty is not back to
back with TCP’s, design margin has not made this a serious issue to date.

Evolution of Long Term LNG Charters
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L10 El Paso x4
PLL x2
MMM x 1
Algeria x1
Tokyo Gas x3
RasGasII x4
Oman x3 (Option vessels not inculded)
Snohvit x2
LGPJB, 09/09/2003
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A Pet Peeve and personal crusade!!   Performance Warranty for
LNG boiloff on the Ballast Passage.

Boiloff on the ballast passage is almost entirely a function of how the charterer
operates the vessel, i.e. the amount of heel to be retained for the ballast passage!
The Owner does not really control it, nor should they be asked to warrant it.   Fuel
selection, length of voyage and arrival requirements at the load port will dictate
the amount of heel retained and how it is used.   The cargo tank insulation plays
only a small part.

Inclusion of this warranty, and a “ready to load” warranty, are not necessary and
can cause confusion and inefficiencies in operation.

As Long Term LNG Charters continue to evolve, let’s hope we leave behind ballast
passage boiloff warranties!

Evolution of Long Term LNG Charters

L11
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L11 El Paso x4
PLL x2
MMM x 1
Algeria x1
Tokyo Gas x3
RasGasII x4
Oman x3 (Option vessels not inculded)
Snohvit x2
LGPJB, 09/09/2003
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Thank You

Evolution of Long Term LNG Charters
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L12 El Paso x4
PLL x2
MMM x 1
Algeria x1
Tokyo Gas x3
RasGasII x4
Oman x3 (Option vessels not inculded)
Snohvit x2
LGPJB, 09/09/2003
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• LNG capacity at shipyards
• Trade changes
• How will FLNG affect conventional LNG carrier design?
• FSRU update
• Summary
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LNG Fleet

3London

• 7 FSRUs currently on station

• More in the pipeline, 6 newbuilds and 1 conversion

• FLNG units being built for Shell and Petronas

• Many orders placed for conventional ships in the last 15 months
Fleet by  Type

Type Delivered On Order Conversion Total

SHIP 363 72 0 435
FPSO 0 2 0 2
FSRU 7 6 1 14

RV 7 0 0 7
TOTAL 377 80 1 458
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RS Platou LLP

Shipyard Slot Analysis
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Source: Platou LNG

London
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RS Platou LLP

Shipyard Capacity

5London

• Big 3 yards in Korea, HHI, SHI and DSME, can each build up to 12-13 LNG
carriers per year
―Samsung capacity will be reduced by 1-2 in 2015 due to Prelude

• STX can build up to 5 vessels/year
• Total Japanese building capacity is about 9 vessels/year
• China still inexperienced in the LNG sector
• Yards can alter product mix and dock schedule to increase production

slightly
• Large scale capacity increases limited by

―finances
―limited demand across sectors

Korea controls the market



RS Platou LLP

Newbuildings on time but new LNG production generally delayed

6

LNG production and shipping growth

New LNG production scheduled for 2014 and 2015 is likely to slide into 2016 and 2017 due to work
force constraints, potentially easing the shipping market in those years.

Source: Platou LNG

London
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Trade Patterns (2000) – growing but still regional
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Source: Platou LNG

London
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Trade Patterns (2010 onwards) – active interbasin trading
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Source: Platou LNG

London
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More short-term volumes indicates increasing liquidity
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Divertible LNG has increased significantly the last decade

Given short-term volumes stay around 20% of movements, the growth of absolute short-term volumes
will increase, hence shipping flexibility will be in demand.

Source: Platou LNG

London
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The LNG fleet is controlled by the LNG lifters...
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Source: Platou LNG

London

...compared to in the well developed tanker market where Owners control over 50%

Oil & Gas companies Projects

Far East Buyers/utilities Others

Projects: 58%

O&G/Atlantic
Utilities: 23%

FE Buyers/
Utilities: 15%

Others: 4%

LNG carriers: Virtually all
controlled by charterers

Controlled by charterers Controlled by Owners

Crude carriers: About half
controlled by Owners

Controlled by oil
and trading
companies

Vessels traded on
the spot market,
controlled by
Owners
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Can the speculative Owners create a spot shipping market?
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Source: Platou LNG

London

The first wave of speculative vessels supported a lot of the interbasin trading...will the second wave add to that capability

Existing fleet Existing and new orders

90% on long-term charter 86% on long-term charter

10% on short or
medium term
charter

8% on short or
medium term
charter

6% newbuildings
without
employment
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LNG Chartering Market

12London
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Potential available vessels 2013-2014
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As of today, nine percent of the fleet (measured in cbm capacity) is uncommitted end 2013 and 15% end 2014
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The new LNG shipowners have a large majority  of newbuildings
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Source: Platou LNG

London
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FSRU Market

15London

• 7 FSRUs currently in use
• A further 7 vessels with regas capabilities are on the water
• 1 vessel is currently being converted
• 6 FSRUs on order, 3 of them with dedicated projects
• Further conversions look unlikely unless for specialised small projects
• New vessels are:

―bigger
―more efficient
―available on a similar timeline - speculative newbuilds from Oct 2013
―and marketed at comparable charter rates
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How will FLNG affect LNG ship design?
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specialist vessels may be required

London

• For jetty based projects there will be no impact, vessels will load in the
conventional manner

• For offshore installations there are several considerations:
―Sloshing – use of moss tanks or strengthened membrane tanks may be

required
―Bow loading – Shell currently planning side-by-side loading

―this carries risks, tandem loading separates the vessels
―Dynamic Positioning – manoeuvring vessels in open water without

tugs will be very difficult without DP
―So far yards have been reluctant to quote on bow loading/DP as it

requires project specific info
―how much are owners willing to pay for flexibility?
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How will FLNG affect conventional LNG shipping demand?
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projects will want control of the shipping

London

• If the above upgrades are required then the vessels will, of course, be
more expensive

• High specifications for ships mean projects would require dedicated
tonnage – reverting back to the traditional model

• Overall affect on shipping demand relatively small
―the projects are not huge and are fairly close to intended markets
―however, a niche market can have its own dynamics

• Could the technical challenges involved in FLNG lead to extended shut
downs and delays?
―if so, there would be extra length in the shipping market



RS Platou ASA

• Fleet has grown significantly in last 10 years with more than 240 ships being added

• Recent spate of speculative orders by new LNG shipowners

• Short term rates have hit record highs and still rising

• Short term trade has increased on the back of oil majors presence

• Yards still have capacity to build more, with Korea dominant

• Offshore projects gathering momentum, mainly FSRU but production lined up for 2016
onwards

• However despite all of the changes inefficiency in the fleet stil prevails

great business to be in but some people will get fingers burned

18

Summary

London
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Disclaimer
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The information contained in this report is the property of RS Platou LLP, and may not be reproduced in any format by
anyone without prior written approval from RS Platou LLP.
None of the information contained in this document constitutes or forms, and should not be construed as constituting or
forming an invitation or inducement to engage in investment activity. This document should not be relied upon as being an
impartial or objective assessment of the subject matter and is not deemed to be “objective research” for the purposes of
the FSA rules.
This document has been issued by RS Platou LLP for information purposes only and should not be construed in any
circumstances as an offer to sell or solicitation of any offer to buy any security or other financial instrument, nor shall it, or
the fact of its distribution, form the basis of, or be relied upon in connection with, any contract relating to such action.
The information contained herein is based on publicly available materials and sources that have been obtained and
compiled in good faith from sources RS Platou LLP believes to be reliable. Any opinions expressed are RS Platou LLP’s current
opinions as of the date appearing on this document only. Any opinions expressed are subject to change without notice and
RS Platou LLP is under no obligation to update the information contained herein. RS Platou LLP makes no representation or
warranty, either express or implied, in relation to the accuracy, adequacy, completeness, fairness or reliability of the
information contained herein. To the fullest extent allowed by law, RS Platou LLP, its members, officers and employees shall
not be liable, whether in tort (including negligence), breach of contract or otherwise, for any direct, indirect or
consequential losses, damages, costs or expenses of whatever nature (including, without limitation, any consequential,
indirect or unforeseeable loss or loss of opportunity or profit or damage of any kind, even if foreseeable) incurred or
suffered by you or any third party arising out of or in connection with the information in this document.
The distribution of this document in certain jurisdictions may be restricted by law and therefore persons unto whose
possession this document comes should before proceeding inform themselves about and observe any such restrictions. Any
failure to comply with these restrictions may constitute a violation of the laws of any such other jurisdictions.
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